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Do hydrogen boats float higher?



Outline
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• Introduction to E4tech

• Drivers for change in the maritime sector

• Hydrogen’s potential role

• Developments in fuel cells and hydrogen combustion for marine

• Key messages



We help businesses, policy makers and technology developers with strategic 
thinking in sustainable energy

• Successful sustainable energy solutions consider:

- Competing technologies

- Evolving policy environments

- Business and finance 
imperatives

• E4tech’s objective analysis and expertise provide:

- Evaluation of opportunities and risks in these disparate areas

- Guidance under uncertainty

- Support in taking the next steps



E4tech perspective: Strategy | Energy | Sustainability
• International consulting firm, offices in UK and Switzerland

• Focus on sustainable energy

• 21 years old this year, always independent

• Deep expertise in technology, business and strategy, market 
assessment, techno-economic modelling, policy support…

• A spectrum of clients from start-ups to global corporations

E4tech’s annual Fuel Cell Industry Review

www.FuelCellIndustryReview.com

http://www.fuelcellindustryreview.com/


We cover:
• All HFC technologies

• H2 production, storage, transmission, end-use

• All types of fuel cells 

• All sectors, from electronics to transport and power generation

• Adjacent and competing technologies
• Biofuels, Energy Storage, Renewables

• Independent and objective – no agenda in product, IP or 
technical R&D

• Agile – small company but composed of world experts in their 
fields

• Insightful – history of strategic and innovation work focused on 
long term goals as well as immediate challenges

Why use us?

A few of our clients in hydrogen

Our FCH client base includes specialised players and major actors in many 
end-use sectors
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Drivers for change in the maritime sector



5 main drivers for propulsion options and fuels in marine
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Only a focus on three for many years…
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… however we are in a period of change
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Attention has turned to air pollutants from shipping, as road cleans up its act
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• Resulted in SOx and NOx regulations 
at an international and local level:
• IMO global 2020 sulphur limit in 2020

• IMO Emission Control Areas

• European Union legislation e.g Non-
road mobile machinery

• National legislation e.g Norway zero 
emission vessels in fjords by 2026.



Shipping’s greenhouse gas emissions will now be regulated at both a 
domestic and an international level
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E4tech part of a 
consortium 
supporting the 
evidence behind 
the Clean 
Maritime Plan

E4tech developing 
a technology 
roadmap for the 
inland shipping 
sector on the 
Thames

Source: gov.uk

Source: The Independent



Analysis from the Clean Maritime Plan shows hydrogen and synthetic fuels 
as optimal way to reach emission targets
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H2 + Synthetic fuels
Electrification

LNG
Biofuels (small role)

• Sets out ‘aspiration goals’ but ‘mandatory targets’ could 
follow after consultation.

• 2035 new vessels using alternative fuels, maximising 
efficiency and clean maritime clusters. 2050 mostly zero 
emission fleet in UK waters.

• Incentives consultation to come soon.

*Scenario F = 100% reduction in UK domestic and 50% international shipping by 2050; zero GHG by 2070
Source: Supporting evidence – Clean Maritime Plan

*



Why hydrogen for waterborne transport?
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• Good potential for decarbonisation and reducing 
air pollutants

• Batteries have a very low energy density and only 
short operational cycles are economic.

• Biofuels could be constrained by resource and 
needed in other sectors e.g aviation

• Potential synergies with other transport modes 
and other sectors e.g heat

• Centralised refuelling for ports and ferry routes

• There is still a question whether the energy 
density is high enough and if synthetic fuels are 
needed…

1 Battery-hydrogen hybrid to ensure sufficient power
2 Split in A- and B-segment LDVs (small cars) and C+-segment LDVs (medium to large cars)    

based on a 30% market share of A/B-segment cars and a 50% less energy demand

Source: Hydrogen Council (2017)



Vessels using hydrogen in fuel cells for propulsion are being built for short-
sea and inland shipping segments
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• Liquid H2 car and passenger ferry in Stravanger in 2021
• 3 x 200kW fuel cells

• Owned and operated by Norled

• Compressed H2 push-boat in Lyon in 2021
• 2 x 200kW fuel cells

• Owned and operated by Compagnie Fluvial de Transport (CFT) in Lyon. 
It will be used to push river barges on the river Rhône.

• Water-go-Round passenger ferry in San Francisco, planned for mid 
2019.
• 2 x 300kW motors

• 264kg at 250 bar. Two day operation

• 100kWh battery to boost power

• 2 x 180kW fuel cell unitsTop: Concept for Stravanger ferry (Source: Norled) 
Bottom: Water-go-Round (Source: Golden Gate Zero Emission Marine)



Orkney have been building a fuel cell ferry amongst other hydrogen activities
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• Ferry in the Orkney Islands (Kirkwall-Shapinsay)
• Part of HySeas (III) project

• 600kW (6x 100kW units) + battery (400kW)

• 120 passengers, 16 cars and 2 HGVs

• 4 mile route at 9.5 knots.

• Market research from project shows a total of 1400 
ferries in Europe alone.

• Assuming fuel cells can currently serve 
approximately vessels up to 2MW power (when 
using batteries) – this converts to 680 ferries.

Source: HySeas III 
project (both)



The race is on for the first fuel cell ferry….

Water-go-Round Ferry being built in San Francisco
Source:  Dr Tim Lipman, UC Berkeley

Norway

California

Scotland



Other vessel types are also demonstrating the use of fuel cells
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• FC company Bloom Energy and Samsung Heavy Industries 
are collaborating to build an Aframax crude oil tanker 
running on solid oxide fuel cell technology
• Already received Approval in Principle from DNV GL – fuelled by 

LNG and using generator engines

• Multiple cruise ship trials 
• Supply part of hotel load

• Recent announcement for AIDA cruises trial for
Pa-X-ell2 project funded by German government

• Inland vessels
• Recent announcement Ballard supplying Behala

with 3x 100kW units for push-boat (completion
end of 2020)

Bottom: AIDAnova (Source: AIDA cruises); 
Top: Bloom and SHI concept (Source:Business Wire)



Power from fuel cell propulsion systems is still an issue for larger vessels
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• Leading fuel cells units are around 100-200kW.

• Conventional ICE marine diesel engines can reach 80-100MW

• ABB and Ballard have MoU on developing fuel cell marine 
propulsion systems up to 3MW, to fit into size of traditional 
marine engine (June 2018) 

• Ballard opening Marine Fuel Cell Centre of Excellence in Hobro, 
Denmark (April 2019) by end of 2019
• Annual production capacity of 15MW per year.

• Are hydrogen carriers or synthetic fuels needed to reduce 
emissions from the largest vessels?

Source: AutoBlog



Fuel cells are not the only option
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• CMB Technologies
• Acquisition of Revolve Technologies in July 2019

• Joint venture with ABC Engines called BeHydro in August 2019

• Aim to have first hydrogen medium speed engine in 2020

• Dual-fuel hydrogen-diesel ICE passenger ferry in Onomichi, Japan –
to be delivered in 2021

• Crew Transfer Vehicle for Windcat Workboats to service Vattenfall 
offshore wind farms in Dutch North Sea – to be completed Q3 2020 

• ULEMCo
• Developing demonstration marine engine modified to run on 

hydrogen as part of HYLANTIC project

• Others e.g HyDIME Left: Engine concept (Source: H2-view.com); 
Right top: Hydrovill (Source: CMB; 
Right bottom: Hydrocat (Source: CMB)



So what?
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• There are increased drivers for hydrogen use in waterborne transport

• The sector has advantages in the use of hydrogen when compared to other transport sectors

• Recent increase in developments in the sector, both through fuel cells and hydrogen in combustion

• Marine could be an important demand for wider hydrogen deployment in the UK – cluster approach.

• Lots of small(er) vessels that can be replaced.

• Experience can be taken from short-sea to deep-sea.

• Hydrogen production is needed (even for synthetic fuels)
so we need to start now in producing green/blue hydrogen
at scale.

Source: IEA 2019 ‘Future of hydrogen’



Please do get in touch with any questions

 

 

Chester Lewis | Senior Consultant
chester.lewis@e4tech.com

www.e4tech.com

E4tech (UK) Ltd
83, Victoria Street

London SW1H 0HW
United Kingdom

+44 (0)20 3008 6140
enquiries@e4tech.com

E4tech Sàrl
Av. Juste-Olivier 2

1006 Lausanne
Switzerland

+41 (0)21 331 15 70
enquiries@e4tech.com
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Green hydrogen production is ready to scale
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HTELAEL PEMEL

5 MW/a   50 MW/a   500 MW/a
Order of Magnitude:Potential production capacity in 2020 by manufacturer (anonymised). 

Depends on corresponding demand growth on the market.

Mature/ 
established  
products
available

Technology in 
demonstration

Technology 
in early 
commercial 
stage
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y Industrialisation of water electrolysis in Germany: 

Opportunities and challenges of sustainable hydrogen 
for transport, electricity and heat

English Summary: https://www.now-gmbh.de/content/service/3-
publikationen/1-nip-wasserstoff-und-
brennstoffzellentechnologie/181204_bro_a4_indwede-
studie_kurzfassung_en_v03.pdf

https://www.now-gmbh.de/content/service/3-publikationen/1-nip-wasserstoff-und-brennstoffzellentechnologie/181204_bro_a4_indwede-studie_kurzfassung_en_v03.pdf
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